14. Book - One author

15. Book - Two or three authors

16. Book - Four or more authors

17. Book - Second or subsequent (other) edition

18. Book - Editor

19. Work in an Anthology

20. Interview
Jones, Gena.  Personal interview. 25 May 1998.

21. Signed Articles in a Reference Book

22. Dictionary Entry

Reference Citations in the Text
(Author’s Last Name <space> page):
example: (Stroud 82).
If no author, first few words of title & page example: (“Draco’s Laws” 14).

ABOUT WORKS CITED LISTS

- List of Works Cited begins on a separate page.
- Heading, centered, is typed 1 inch from top of page.
- List is alphabetized by author’s last name.
- 5 space (1/2 inch) indentation on second and subsequent lines of each entry. Double space throughout.
- If no author, list citation by title
1. Journal Article

2. Journal Article Accessed from ProQuest

3. Journal Article Accessed from JSTOR

4. Magazine Article (Weekly)

5. Magazine Article Accessed from ProQuest

6. Newspaper Article (no author)

7. Newspaper Article Accessed from ProQuest


9. World Wide Web—Article from a Website

10. World Wide Web—Entire Website

11. CQ Researcher Online

12. Gale Virtual Reference Library

13. E-Book Accessed from netLibrary

For more online resource citation examples go to the Citation Style Guides link on the MCC Library home page (http://www.miracosta.edu/library)